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Arthur didn't want to move house, but that's what he's been up to today.
He loved his first house and his bedroom, but his mum and dad said it was going
to be a new adventure with new memories.
Arthur was unpacking toys and finding a new place for them, when his mum
walked into his bedroom. "Arthur it's time to have a bath, I've put the water in
there for you". "I don't want to" said Arthur. “You’ve been moving dusty, grubby
boxes all day, I can smell you from here and you've got school tomorrow. I think
it's finally time you had a bath!”
Arthur didn’t like baths he would put them off as long as possib le! The longest
was a month, he used to pretend he did to get away with it. Arthur stopped
playing with his toys and got ready for his bath.
Arthur sat in his big bath making patterns on the tiles with bath bubbles. He
was making a Christmas tree, as he put the star on the top of it he pressed a
tile into the wall by accident.
Before he knew it the wall behind the taps opened up. Arthur moved to the back
of the bath in surprise he didn't know what was happening. As he looked
forward the bath started moving forwards into the wall. A bright light suddenly
emerged which made Arthur close his eyes, and then the bath shot downwards
as quick as a water slide.

As Arthur opened his ey es he could feel and see himself falling, he was no
longer in his bath and he was wearing red swimming shorts. He realised he was
falling down a waterfall with water fast approaching below, but he didn’t feel
scared.
Arthur fell into the water and paddled upwards trying to reach the surface,
trying to get around a big pink cube of ice. As he did a big blue, white and red
straw fell right by him so grabbed it. He was then pulled upwards to the
surface, Arthur took a big breath and realised the taste on his lips wasn't water
“That tastes like Lemonade". He took a big gulp and laughed.
"Here hold onto the straw" shouted a voice, Arthur could see a figure on the
bank, and he held onto the straw and was pulled towards the bank.
When he got the bank the straw pulled him out onto his hands and feet. He
noticed that the floor was made of blades of lemon zest and a lemon with hands
and feet was standing right in front of him holding a big straw.
"Thank you for helping me, who are you?” Asked Arthur. “That’s okay it's my job
I'm part of Lemon Aid, you can call me Lemmy" he shows his name badge "what's
your name?". "My name is Arthur".
"It's the boy" said a sound that wasn't Lemmy but he looked surprised. "Who
said that?" asked Arthur quietly and then looked around, when he did he
realised he was in an entire new place. He was by a lemonade lagoon surrounded
by Jellyfish trees and plants and bushes he had never seen before. There was
also stuff in front of his very eyes that he just wouldn’t know how to explain. He
heard the noise again "It's the boy, it's the boy". He knew someone was behind
a lemon zest bush under a Jellyfish tree. "It could be anyone” said Lemmy as
they walked over to it “but it sounds like..."
Then just like a peculiar figure dived face first onto the lemon grass in front of
them. "Oh dear yep, yep it's him, he's already here Arthur meet..." The figure
stood up and put his right hand out for a handshake and smiled "Sorry I'm
Completely Lar Lar at the moment I do apologise".
When Arthur shook his hand they both slowly got smaller and smaller,
surprisingly small, to the size of a tooth. "What just happened?" Asked Arthur
"What happened is, it's best for us to stay small-ease for now so no one knows
you’re here, plus we can get around quicker!"
"Who are you? Asked Arthur, "I told you I'm Completely Lar Lar". "Yes you told
me that but" looking confused Arthur looked at the man who smiled. "That's

great, well we best bees getting off" and as Arthur asked "Where?" A leaf
appeared. "On this magical-ness of leaf, quick, quick, hurry’s, hurry we've got to
scurry before it blows away!"
They both got on to it and sat down, the leaf started rising higher and higher
until they were in eye line with Lemmy.
"Nice to meet you Arthur, drive safe Completely Lar Lar I mean it!" Arthur was
smiling ear to ear he had never been on a magic leaf "Nice to meet you Lemmy,
thank you for helping me". Lemmy kept waving goodbye as they flew over the
bushes. Completely Lar Lar looked at Arthur "Hold your hand-zees in you don't
want to get hit by those Jellyfish!"
Arthur noticed that this man spoke very funny, one minute he speaks completely
fine, next minute he uses his own words, or struggles to use the words everyone
else does.
When they got over the bushes Arthur saw a sign saying "HAUNTED FOREST"
an instant later Arthur asked "Where are we going?” "Oh don't worry the signs
have been changed, they doo’s it all the time!” Arthur felt instant relief. He
looked down and realised the grass wasn't grass it was made of different
coloured feathers. The whole place was so colourful, he hadn't seen anything
like it before.

As he looked to the sky in between the Jellyfish trees he could see objects in
the sky, even a monkey "Why is there a monkey in the sky?” "That's a cloud
Arthur". Arthur looked at him "No that's a monkey and he’s eating candy floss
whilst reading a book". "Like I said something you see in the sky, and I told that
monkey to cut down on his sugar intake, he clearly hasn’t listened". Arthur
looked up and realised the clouds were made of all the things that he thought he
had seen in the sky before. He then looked in front as he felt they were slowing
down.
In front was a group of flying turtles, and some plants that looked like a banana
peeling with tiny little objects coming out of them, he couldn’t quite make them
out. As they got closer to the turtles he noticed their shells were different like
it had planets or an ecosystem instead. "What are they?" asked Arthur,
"They’re See Turtles" replied the man who looks unsurprised by any of this.
"Well why do they fly?" "So they can see of courser, but they do take their
timer-ringo about it”. Looking slightly frustrated being stuck behind turtles he
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